Red Savannah
WELCOME TO RED SAVANNAH. OUR PASSION IS TO CREATE TRAVEL EXPERIENCES THAT MATTER, EACH TRIP IMBUED WITH A CLASSIC SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE.
Red Savannah is a travel company designed for people who value expertise and on-the-ground knowledge. Staffed by some of the most experienced names in the business, we have the ability to listen to and interpret sophisticated needs.

Put another way, we’ve gone back to basics, remembering why any of us travel in the first place – because we love it, because we understand adventure to be a beautiful thing, and believe it has the power to transform people and make us think a little differently. But delivery is what matters, which is why the team at Red Savannah have each had at least 10 – 15 years’ experience in the industry. We only sell what we know, and we say what we think. No hogwash. No luxury-speak. Just breadth, depth and great connections to deliver meaningful journeys and gorgeous private villas.

We delight in the fact that there are still so many sublime places to discover on this incredible earth. Whether tracking chimpanzees in Tanzania’s Mahale Mountains, sunbathing in a Provençale villa with a glass of chilled Whispering Angel, or turning sybaritic on a glorious Maldivian white sandy beach. Red Savannah instinctively knows what is right.

We’re not interested in fads. The experience we offer is authentic, substantial and intelligent. Our sense of integrity, passion and up-to-date knowledge conspire to keep us cutting-edge. With every villa experience and every journey designed around a client’s particular aspirations, this brochure is therefore intended only as the beginning of a conversation. A conversation we look forward to continuing with you.

GEORGE MORGAN-GRENVILLE
FOUNDER & CEO
Red Savannah was established in 2011 by George Morgan-Grenville, a veteran of the luxury travel industry. His inspiration was to bring a sense of craftsmanship back into an industry that had become saturated with companies seeking benefits of scale at the expense of true individuality and high-quality service. An extraordinarily experienced team of highly knowledgeable professionals was assembled. Their address books are the very best in the business – from Kings to Concierges – and they are driven by a desire to deliver only the very best life-changing travel experiences. Red Savannah brings back to the market a sense of substance, without the glitz and over-hackneyed travel jargon. Quite simply, a travel company redefined for the 21st century.
UNRIVALLED KNOWLEDGE

Breaking the boundaries of luxury travel, we use our knowledge and extensive black book of hotel and destination contacts to open up opportunities beyond the familiar clichés.
NO HOGWASH

Our experienced team tell it just as it is. No glitz. No hackneyed travel jargon.
INTELLIGENT DESIGN

Breadth, depth and detail defines every Red Savannah journey while still leaving room for the serendipitous to occur.
ABSOLUTE AUTHENTICITY

Our on-the-ground experts continually seek out exciting new ways of discovering a destination, always choosing substance over well-trodden tourist trails.
Every itinerary we design is as unique as the person for whom it is designed. Without compromise.
DELIVERY & SIMPLICITY

We like to keep things easy. We deliver your documentation in one simple to use App that is constantly updated as you travel.
To walk with elephant, ride alongside giraffe, observe mountain gorilla and witness a million wildebeest gallop across the Serengeti during the great migration – this is traditional Africa for explorers old and new, from Livingstone to you. We open up this continent to the inquisitive and the willing to experience the floodlands of the Okavango Delta, Namibia’s dramatic dunes, the plains of the Masai Mara and snow-capped Mount Kilimanjaro.

Across the vast desert sands of the Sahara, travelling to North Africa and the Middle East is a journey through centuries of religion, architecture and tradition. The cities are rich in this heritage, the landscapes dramatic from the Kingdom of Morocco on the shores of the Atlantic Ocean to the Sultanate of Oman on the edge of the Arabian Sea. The newest destination is Iran, one the world’s oldest civilisations with its 21 UNESCO World Heritage sites.
East Africa means Out of Africa to so many of us: who can forget Meryl Streep and Robert Redford flying over that glorious pink lake of flamingos? The Masai Mara in Kenya and the Serengeti in Tanzania are the great theatres of Africa, the plains of game stretching to far horizons. We specialise in the remote areas less travelled: Cottar’s Camp, with its vintage Vuitton trunks, channels the Out of Africa vibe; stay at Sand Rivers in the Selous and you’re lulled to sleep by the grunts of hippos. Greystoke in the Mahale Mountains is just six wood and thatch bandas in the forest on the edge of a pristine sand beach of Lake Tanganyika. It is THE place to see chimpanzee, as the Ruaha is the place to see lion, having Africa’s second largest population. Our safaris, all with expert guides, are about elegant simplicity, luxury with authenticity but not glitz, so there’s the tinkle of ice in your gin and tonic for a sundowner but dinner may be round the camp fire. And transport might be by balloon, dug-out canoe, state-of-the-art helicopters or even vintage biplane. So very Denys Finch-Hatton.

“I DREAMED OF AFRICA AND GOLDEN DAYS” – KUKI GALLMANN
There is nothing, absolutely nothing, like making eye contact with some 460 lbs of silverback mountain gorilla that has 98 per cent of our human DNA. David Attenborough says "There is more meaning and mutual understanding in exchanging a glance with a gorilla than any other animal I know." And Whispering Dave is never wrong. There are 12 habituated groups of the gorillas championed by Dian Fossey in the equatorial forest of the Virungas, a volcanic Land of Mordor in Rwanda, wilder groups on the Ugandan side. The lodges now befit those who like to travel in style, exemplified by Bisate, six rooms on a hill, spherical thatched structures inspired by the old king's palace at Nyanza, each with its own fireplace (at 8,500ft it gets chilly). Designed with local Rwandan materials – volcanic rock and bamboo – using local craftsmen, Bisate is just 15 minutes from the main gorilla trekking centre and plans a reforestation programme embracing the rural life that's gentle and touching in a country that was devastated by the 1994 genocide. After primate central, relax in Zanzibar at luxurious Baraza Resort and Spa or, for rustic chic, Fundu Lagoon.
One of the most extraordinary landscapes on earth: a vast sculpted desert, uniquely adapted wildlife, fabulous lodges and the Skeleton Coast where tiny jewels may glitter in the sand. A different African adventure.
Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia are safari heavens with opportunities to ride and walk, even navigate the Okavango Delta by mokoro. Botswana is a class act: sleep in a four poster bed under the stars at Jack’s Camp where the other stars are the meerkat. Sandibe is an architectural miracle, designed by Nick Plewman who has just revolutionised accommodation in the Rwandan Virungas with Bisate Lodge. Mombo is tented glamour and the only place you’ll see lion swimming. Zimbabwe’s game has, against the odds, increased with a plethora of elephant. In Zambia, stay at Tongabezi on the edge of the Zambezi River above the mighty Victoria Falls. In South Africa, Kwandwe and Shamwari in the Eastern Cape are malaria-free and family friendly. Londolozi, in Kruger National Park, is the original luxury safari lodge, beautiful in every way, particularly with stunning leopard sightings. The granite suites along the river are for romantics. Royal Malewane is where romcom king Richard Curtis took his family and is deluxe to the power of 100, without doubt one of hotel queen Liz Biden’s most alluring creations along with the new Silo in Cape Town.

SOUTHERN AFRICA

THERE IS NO OTHER WAY OF SAYING IT: AFRICA OFFERS THE PRIVILEGE OF TRAVEL AT ITS MOST EXTREME
MOZAMBIQUE & MADAGASCAR

An ultimate in eco adventure and utter escapism. Crystalline waters that are a diver’s heaven; cashmere soft sand beaches; dhow safaris; island hotels and, in Madagascar, the charming endemic lemurs. Spot Madame Berthe’s mouse lemur; at 1.1oz the smallest primate on earth.
South Africa has it all: the wildlife, the sybaritic gastronomy of the winelands, the excitements of Cape Town and the meandering pleasure of driving the Garden Route in whale watching season. Need adrenalin? Go shark diving. The winelands are fabled for the fabulous wine estates, world class food and hotels. Babylonstoren has the most gorgeous organic garden; Le Quartier Francais is the beating heart of pretty Franschhoek where the new kid on the block is Leeeu House, with its outstanding spa. La Cle des Montagnes is an oasis on the edge of the village, a collection of houses (all with pools) ideal for friends travelling together. Cape Town too is a gastronomic miracle but now also has Jochen Zeitz’s extraordinary Museum of Contemporary African Art, which should do for the city what Gehry’s Guggenheim did for Bilbao. Expeditions to both Robben Island and the District Six museum are must-go and moving reminders of South Africa’s past. The hot district is Woodstock with The Old Biscuit Mill showcasing truly original design. Along the Garden Route to Plettenberg Bay stay awhile at Birkenhead House. Hermanus is the riviera for smart Cape Tonians with some of the best beach walks on the planet.
As the world becomes smaller, the rich and strange become nearer. Morocco is not just Marrakech, with its compelling riads and souks, but the less-explored towns of Fez and Essaouira and the adventure of riding in the Atlas Mountains. Egypt, of all countries, is an historical imperative – think of all those projects on the pharaohs every schoolboy did back in the day. We take the utmost care to guide you safely through this special country, from the ancient pyramids, where the new Grand Egyptian Museum is situated, a modern architectural wonder which will showcase almost all of the great Tutankhamun’s collection, to the temples and tombs of Upper Egypt, sailing between Luxor and Aswan on exemplary boats like the Oberoi Philae. The Valley of the Kings and the immensity of Karnak is awesome. We have the insider track on Cairo, from the old Coptic city to the bazaars and fun restaurants, like Pier 21 or Sequoia, comparable in sophistication to any in London or New York. We also go off piste to the desert oasis of Siwa, where the Prince of Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall stayed in the lodge built of mud and salt crystals.

Ethiopia is now opening up with comfortable lodges like Bale Mountain, while the sunken churches of Lalibela are as fascinating as the wildlife and natural beauty of the Simien Mountains. Again, we go off-track to the tribal regions of the Mursi, Hamer and Omo.

redsavannah.com
Oman is a perfect destination for winter sun, with the chic beach retreat of The Chedi Muscat and the Shangri-La resorts but we also venture inland to the spectacular mountains and desert forts like Nizwa and the beautifully restored Jabrin Castle, one of the world’s most intriguing with murder holes and a rooftop madrassa. In Dhofar, the far south, stay at the new Anantara Salalah to visit the old frankincense ports and the fabulous Empty Quarter. Think Lawrence of Arabia. We can even provide your own dune: a private tent in Oman’s deserts where you eat supper by the camp fire under the stars.

Dubai is sun, shopping and spa-ngle. A modern miracle of skyscrapers and glitz, it is an international hub and the story continues. Ultra-glamorous hotels, sybaritic spas, globally acclaimed restaurants, theme parks and world class shopping make Dubai the ultimate paradise playground.

Iran is fashion-forward for true travellers: from the bridge of 33 arches in Isfahan to the Pink Mosque in Shiraz it contains the excitements of a noble civilisation we have not been able to see for far too long.
ANANTARA HOTELS & RESORTS

A rare jewel in the rocky contours of the vast Saiq Plateau on Oman’s fabled Green Mountain, Anantara Al Jabal Al Akhdar Resort made its mark as the highest five star resort in the Middle East and amongst the highest in the world. In this extraordinary and breathtaking mountain destination, Anantara’s distinctive natural luxury and warm Arabian hospitality offers guests an exhilarating escape featuring 115 guestrooms including 33 cliff and garden pool villas, six dining outlets and a range of bespoke outdoor adventure activities.

On the shores of the Arabian Sea in southern Oman, Al Baleed Resort Salalah by Anantara is the perfect gateway to explore nearby UNESCO archaeological and heritage sites in the remarkable land of frankincense. Offering 136 guest rooms including 88 one and two-bedroom pool villas, Anantara Al Baleed offers superior luxury and privacy overlooking sandy white beaches and a stunning freshwater lagoon. Anantara also brings the first hamman to Salalah as part of the resort’s spa and wellness program.
Flying across the Maldives by seaplane reveals coral islands dotted in a Tiffany-blue sea. This is the allure of the Indian Ocean: beautiful blues punctuated with creamy sand beaches, palm trees and reefs glittering with tropical fish. In the Seychelles lush tropical vegetation and granite boulders seemingly tumble into the waves. Mauritius remains authentic to its rich Creole culture; it is where India meets Africa with a dash of France. Melting pots all, the Indian Ocean is easily accessed with numerous direct flights from all over the world as well as sybaritic stopovers in the ultra-modern hubs of Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
Set on the wilder UNESCO-protected southwest shores of Mauritius, five star boutique hotel LUX* Le Morne combines spectacular beaches with island activities and fine dining to restore and invigorate. Take a mountain walk or canter along the coast; venture to the beach for exhilarating kite surfing, or simply unwind in the sublime LUX* Me spa.
These magical islands still dominate as the world’s most desirable seven star versions of rest and recuperation. Luxury you did not even know you wanted or needed is provided at new resorts like Soneva Jani (over water villas that have slides into the sea, retractable roofs for sleeping under the stars and a 24/7 chocolate emporium) and LUX* South Ari Atoll which proffers more than 60 flavours of ice cream from bubble gum to vanilla devised in Paris. A merry ice cream cart trundles round the island; there is also a red British telephone from which one can make complimentary international calls. Outdoor cinemas paradiso abound; swimming pools in the water villas – an extravagance of water over the water – are de rigour. Yet the real magic is under the water, swimming with whale sharks, diving down the walls of the reefs, or just paddling along snorkelling on the surface. Of course there are all the water toys and sports and the food and wine, imported by dhow, exquisite.
The quintessential places to stay in which to celebrate, to party or just stand and stare. Of which, in this busy modern age, we do not do enough. These islands are taken as a whole, perfect for that big birthday or anniversary with family and friends. The new Four Seasons Voavah is a seven bedroom hideaway on Baa Atoll, a UNESCO biosphere reserve with the world’s largest known population of manta rays and nesting sites for green and hawksbill turtles. There is a private yacht Voavah Summer, special rooms for children, your own lagoon and reef. Food? Chose from sashimi caught to order, wok, tandoor, pizza, barbecue or a moonlit banquet on a sandspit. Or Velaa Private Island or Coco Privé, with its in-house yoga master. Spiritual or celebratory, these are cocoons of divine content.
Lazy days in which to reconnect with nature in an archipelago of 115 islands. The Seychelles has more than 1000 species of fish, some of which you'll be eating smoked, wrapped in banana leaves. It has vast seabird colonies, including sooty and fairy terns, the Seychelles black parrot and the magpie robin. There are 75 endemic plant types, in particular orchids. Most benign of all reptiles is the giant Aldabra tortoise. The resorts, like the new Six Senses Zil Pasyon, are breathtakingly beautiful and you'll never want to leave. The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge honeymooned on North Island. Gather seashells on the Seychelles seashores; see turtles hatch. These islands have a smart record in conservation and the people are a harmonious fusion of Asian, African and European.
There are two words that encapsulate Mauritius: charming and gentle. The people are some of the loveliest, kindest you will ever meet so that ‘service with a smile’ might have been invented there in resorts like the St Regis, the Oberoi and LUX* Belle Mare. The Mauritians are multi-ethnic, multi-religious, multi-cultural and multi-lingual; their country, once a British crown colony, is a model of democratic, economic and political freedom. All this and wonderful hotels, beaches and the rainforest and waterfalls in the Black Gorges National Park. Do go to the local markets, vibrant with colour, for an Instagram moment. Play golf at Le Touessrok, visit the botanical gardens where the massive lily pads are floating marvels. Above all, allow the laid back island vibe to infuse your body and mind for the ultimate battery recharge.

“MAURITIUS WAS MADE FIRST AND THEN HEAVEN, HEAVEN BEING COPIED AFTER MAURITIUS” – MARK TWAIN
Soneva is the owner and developer of a collection of ultra-luxury resorts in Thailand and the Maldives where a barefoot philosophy and sustainable living are part of the natural order. Every day, guests are encouraged to discover sandy feet, inspired minds and full hearts. Winners of numerous awards, Soneva resorts are renowned as some of the world’s best family-friendly destinations. If the experiences are magical, the philosophy is simple; no news, no shoes. No pretensions either.
To be alone in Angkor Wat at dawn, to see the Intha people using their legs to row fishing boats on Lake Inle, to learn the secrets of pho in the backstreets of Hanoi and hear of monks riding flying tigresses in Bhutan: this is Asia now. Amongst the modern Asian nations, the world’s great religions converge in extraordinary cultural experiences, from the Golden Temple of Amritsar, where some 70,000 pilgrims are fed free every day, to casting offerings of lighted candles and flowers onto the Ganges, we open up this richly textured region with real knowledge learnt from years in the field.

From food to politics, the shopping scene and more, we can guide you towards places you didn’t know existed, including hidden vaults concealing some of Asia’s greatest architectural treasures and luxurious spirituality in lovingly restored village houses on walks through the Himalayas. Red Savannah always take the road less travelled.
India dazzles with colour and light. Everything is sensual and stimulating, particularly in Rajasthan where, in addition to exploring the traditional princely cities of Jaipur, Udaipur and Jodhpur, there are now exciting desert camps of unparalleled comfort like Jawai where one can see leopard, and The Serai out at Jaisalmer. Also boutique chic at RAAS Jodhpur, the spicy south in Kerala with its meandering backwaters, and the classical elegance of Calcutta within a journey embracing Varanasi and the gentle pleasures of Darjeeling.

Sri Lanka is India lite, and we offer a marvellously exotic culture such as Anuradhapura, the tea plantations and the south coast where Cape Weligama and Tri are world class resorts with a special sense of place. This vibrant country has thrived since the end of its civil war in 2009. From the faded colonial charm of Galle, to the leopards of Yala National Park, Sri Lanka is a richly coloured jewel in the Indian Ocean crown.
Uncover great adventures in an island sanctuary. The Uga Escapes Experience unites Sri Lanka’s magic with the warmest hospitality of her people. Each one of our boutique hotels embodies detailed guest services, located around the island; Ulagalla in Anuradhapura, Jungle Beach in Trincomalee, Uga Bay overlooking the Sandy beach of Pasikudah, Residence – a unique boutique retreat in Colombo and Chena Huts in Sri Lanka’s safari hotspot Yala.
The air is rare on the top of the world. To walk in the Himalayas is strangely spiritual: an inner journey outdoors. At Shakti Ladakh explore the untouched villages in the Indus valley. Shakti Sikkim and Shakti Kumaon also balance simple sophistication with the local culture. Shakti, indeed, is the name of the goddess of divine force to restore balance. Their four bedroom mountain lodge Leti 360 is the world’s most isolated five star experience. In Bhutan walk the trail of Amanresort lodges – Aman means peace in Sanskrit – or venture a little further east to the less explored Valley of Ura, Mongar and Trashigang. The busy-crazy life disappears, although a monk might sprint past you pulling a mobile phone from his robes.
As the world becomes homogenised, the culture of Southeast Asia remains deliciously exotic. Delightful grandes dames hotels have been restored to their past magnificence, often set among faded colonial facades, somehow emanating a mystical aura of Somerset Maugham and so evocative of a bygone era. To be alone in Angkor Wat at dawn or to watch the sun rise over Java’s fabled Borobudur (the largest Buddhist structure on earth), is to experience part of life’s most precious offerings. On Burma’s Inle Lake gaze mesmerised at the Intha people rowing with their legs, fly over Bagan in a hot air balloon at dawn, learn the secrets of pho in the backstreets of Hanoi and be blessed by monks in Luang Prabang in a private ‘Baci’ ceremony – this is Southeast Asia now.

At Red Savannah, we open up this richly textured region through real knowledge evinced from years in the field. From food to politics, the shopping scene and more, we can lead you to places you didn’t know existed, from private nature sanctuaries in pristine forested wilderness to architectural treasures, authentic villages and temples of unimaginable beauty.
Discover a dazzling ode to coast, culture and community at Four Seasons Resort The Nam Hai, Hoi An: a contemporary haven of 100 sleek villas, a Cooking Academy, world-class spa, kilometre stretch of beach and easy access to three UNESCO sites that offers an illuminating insight into Vietnam’s central heartland.
Still waters run smoothly, no waves to tremble your G&T. That is the joy of river cruising as you glide past the ancient life on the river banks, lived as it has been for centuries. The Chindwin, whose waters rise in the Himalayas, is the chief tributary of the Irrawaddy and we use the traditional boats of 19th century design with 21st century comfort. They have the shallowest drafts in the world so can access the secret places, like the land of the Naga warriors. Similarly on the Irrawaddy, where you can also charter the RV Yandabo, a wooden, Agatha Christie-esque yacht for eight passengers. The Aqua Mekong is an aquatic glass palace floating through Cambodia and Vietnam on a journey illuminated by excellent lecturers and linking the Mekong Delta to Phnom Penh and on through the Tonle Sap lake.
Silence is golden. Nowadays we are rarely away from the clamour of modern technology but explore the further reaches of South East Asia by *phinisi* and it is an adventure with a digi-detox to the idyllic archipelago of Raja Ampat, a UN marine biosphere and truly a pristine paradise of 1000 islands in Western Papua. Alternatively, cruise the Komodo National Park in search of the infamous Komodo Dragons and enjoy the glorious beaches and world class diving.
THE FAR EAST

The fascination of China grows apace, from the romance of Shanghai to the great sights of Beijing. Japan is like one of its delicate cherry blossoms, a refined country with traditions that have not been lost in translation.
The Americas

Natural wonders, abundant wildlife, sophisticated cities, staggering beaches and smoking volcanoes: these are the keystones of the Americas. Mayan pyramids, the immense Amazon rainforest, the towering granite peaks of the Andes and the pristine wetlands of the Pantanal, where you may spot a jaguar, are all mind-blowing.

Walk the royal Inca highways in Peru, drive California’s Highway One, paddle the Amazon’s tributaries and eat fabulous food in Chile and Ecuador that is now influencing the rest of the world. Think Nobu. Dance, art and architecture inspire the buzzing cities from LA to Buenos Aires, where the people are infused with an energising sense of ebullience.

We take you to the off beat places in Mexico, the gentle pasturelands of the Argentinian pampas and the Patagonian wilderness. Stay in haciendas and ranches that have roaring fires and pure alpaca throws in which to snuggle up after a glorious day’s riding, or eco-chic lodges where a symphony of frogs lulls you to sleep below a cloud forest canopy.
THE GREAT CANADIAN OUTDOORS

The west coast of Canada is an awfully big adventure: whale-watching, heli-fishing, gazing at bears, jumping in and out of waterfalls in the pristine wilderness. The camps are perfect for family holidays, so take the children, and their grandparents too, because no-one could be ‘bored now’ at Nimmo Bay, kayaking, paddle boarding, hiking in the Great Bear Rainforest, playing with water guns, then star-gazing around the camp fire. Clayoquot Wilderness Resort is a 600 acre playground in the Clayoquot Sound Biosphere Reserve, luxury gone wild with tents along the water. These are places where you drop the screens and play board games in the evening. Back to nature and back to human contact.
The classic American vacation. It has to be done and is a spectacular multi-generational adventure: riding, fly fishing, panning for sapphires, shooting, roping, mountain biking, or just going wild in the West. Dunton Hot Springs, is a 19th century gold mining ghost town – Butch Cassidy fled there after robbing the bank in Telluride – the miners log cabins now restored to five star glory with the addition of a glorious tented ‘river camp’. It still has its dance hall and, of course, natural hot springs to bathe in. At Paws-Up, where the Blackfoot River runs through it (remember the young and beautiful Brad Pitt in the movie?) there’s 37,000 acres in which to gallop, go clay shooting, go-karting, fishing and exploring 100 miles of trails, with Old West treasure hunts and nature education for young cowboys and girls. At night the camp butler lights your fire and the new North Bank camp has tents along the river. Whip-crack-away!

USA – RANCH HOLIDAYS
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The joys of the open road, so loved by Mr Toad, are the idyll of America. Nowhere else are the highways so smooth and huge, so relatively empty nor your fellow travellers met at the gas (not petrol) station so companionable. “The real way to travel,” as Toad said “The only way to travel. Here today - in next week tomorrow.” The Great American Road Trip has to be done: Highway One from San Francisco to Los Angeles is epic. Or wheel through the Sonoma and Napa Valley winelands, preferably before lunch, like the heroes of Oscar-nominated film Sideways. From Las Vegas you can drive to the Grand Canyon; take a small detour to get your kicks on Route 66. National Parks, we’ve got them: Yosemite, Yellowstone, Zion. Just don’t feed the bears. We can arrange everything, your car, your back-up, your overnight stays in the quirky to the absurdly excellent. It’s time to head out on the highway…
Central America

Wildlife extraordinaire of the rarer kind. Iguanas, butterflies, birds and darling sloths in Costa Rica where 25 per cent of the country is National Park. Red-eyed tree frogs and scarlet macaws hop and swoop down from Mexico; Nicaragua has the nesting grounds of the olive ridley sea turtle. Belize is the playground of the lesser spotted film director Francis Ford Coppola who has long created eco-resorts there. Guatemala has volcanoes, rainforests and ancient Mayan sites where Jamaican fruit bats flit through the tunnels. Destinations at the cutting edge of dinner party bragging.
Enormous, fabulous, extraordinary, compelling, joyous and it makes you want to samba fuelled by caipirinhas: that’s Brazil but principally remember enormous. You cannot do everything unless you want to spend a long time in paradise because the distances are vast. So is it to be the city scenes of Rio, where Fred Astaire danced Fly Down to Rio at the Copacabana Palace or Salvador, staying in the historic centre at the Convento do Carmo? Or the divine blue town of Paraty, accessible from Rio, chilling at the Casa Turquesa, one of South America’s most low-key charming hotels? Or exploring the Amazon or the Pantanal, an unsung 70,000 square acres with the highest concentration of wildlife on the continent. An epic eco-system with egrets, spoonbills, storks, parakeets, giant anteaters, giant otters and the star turns: jaguar, green anacondas (the world’s largest snake) searching for wild pig and deer, caimans and capybaras, a massive cuddly rodent like a giant hamster. You cannot do it all but we’ll ensure every minute is well spent.

LEGENDARY ECOSYSTEMS AND URBAN COOL BEATING TO THE RHYTHM OF CARNIVAL

SINGULAR HOTELS

The Singular Patagonia is located in a former cold storage plant built in 1915. The restaurants, bar and museum are inside the historical Landmark. Boasting 57 rooms with fjord views, a spa and over 20 excursions by land or sailing through the fjords to experience Authentic Chilean Patagonia. A second 62-room hotel, The Singular Santiago opened October 2014 in the historical bohemian-chic Lastarria neighbourhood.
FIERY HUES, DRAMATIC ICY PEAKS AND VAST OPEN PLAINS

CHILE & ARGENTINA

Chile is a long, thin country of extraordinary deserts, winelands and fjords. We take you to the Atacama Desert to stay at places like the Alto Atacama Desert Lodge and Spa, peace, beauty and silence tucked down below the Cordillera de la Sal. Or to the Colchagua and Santa Cruz wine regions to indulge at Lapostolle Residence, where Alexandra Marnier Lapostelle has a winery and Relais & Chateaux hotel overlooking the Apalta Vineyards. It is quite a view.

Chilean Patagonia is a must-go-to, staying at the cutting edge Explora Lodge; can you resist going out to Easter Island while you are there? You may not pass this way again soon and opportunity is not a lengthy visitor.

In Argentina tango to Buenos Aires, it pulsates with life from the Faena – when designer Philippe Starck has created a tango hotbox that makes Paris’s Moulin Rouge look blue. We can take you from the sizzling city to the serene Argentinian Patagonian wilderness. Here was where the first Creole and European immigrants set foot and it comprises wildlife and glaciers. Or, for the sybaritic, the Cavas Wine Lodge at Mendoza and, for a must-see, a trip to the Iguazu Falls. When Eleanor Roosevelt gazed upon these falls she merely said “Poor Niagara”.

ALTO ATACAMA

Alto Atacama is a tribute to the Atacama Desert and its culture, and an example of stunning sustainable architecture. The 42 spacious rooms each have a private terrace. To explore the desert the hotels offers over 30 adventurous, contemplative or cultural activities and boasts a telescope for stargazing. To relax the SPA features six outdoor pools, indoor and outdoor Jacuzzi, sauna, steam bath and mineral baths.
The volcanic archipelago of the Galapagos, which inspired Darwin’s Theory of Evolution, is a wonder of the natural world. You haven’t lived until a sea lion has blown bubbles in your face as you snorkel the blue waters. Swim above hammerhead sharks and marvel at albatross, the jumbo jets of the bird world, learning to fly. There are no natural predators here so the wildlife is eagerly up close and personal. You’ve made their day. Ecuador is a cuddly country of Andean heights and snug haciendas with roaring fires, friendly markets, cloud forest and, of course, the Amazon.
Iconic Machu Picchu is a beacon on the horizon of every ambitious traveller. Such expectation but, like the Taj Mahal, it never fails to thrill and there is so much more to it than just the sacred site. We organise a seven night lodge to lodge itinerary exploring this beautiful area, Cusco and Lake Titicaca which the Incas believed to be the birthplace of the sun, moon, stars and mankind. So it has a lot to live up to – and does. A traditional way of life continues, llamas are kept as pets, and we visit the Uros Islands, the fabled floating islands made of reeds, on which communities live. On the Amazon we voyage on the Aria cruise boat with its floor to ceiling windows in the suites, all the better for seeing pink dolphins. Knowledgeable wildlife guides accompany journeys into the rainforest to find the Noisy Night monkeys. The only sound will be the chatter of blue and yellow macaws.

A new adventure is to less discovered northern Peru to Kuelap, home of the cloud warriors, in the Chachapoyas region to see the ancient fortress, the largest stone ruin site in the New World.
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5000 YEARS OF HISTORY AND INCAN CITADELS THAT DEFY IMAGINATION

PERU

TIERRA HOTELS

For curious travellers, who seek the local flavour of remote and magnificent destinations, Tierra Hotels are authentic, family-owned and run adventure-spa lodges in South America. We pair inspiring adventures with rejuvenating moments in sumptuous surroundings, creating an energy of place, where nature is the protagonist and flows through everything we do.
TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH

A world beyond imagination: the penguins, the icebergs, whales, the elephant seals and the poignant history of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s heroic expedition on Endeavour. South Georgia, where he began and ended his attempt to reach the South Pole, is a marvel of wildlife and whaling history. The Antarctic peninsula is where you see cathedral-sized icebergs, penguins galore, incredible birdlife and even hot springs. Some voyages include the Falkland Islands – the last outpost of the British island story.
Travelling to some of the most remote regions of the planet, Silversea Expeditions takes guests on a thrilling, awe-inspiring journey. From the lush rainforests of the equatorial Pacific to the polar extremes at the very edge of the world and the primeval Galápagos Islands to the beautiful Kimberley coastline, our luxury expedition ships sail to all seven continents.
AUSTRALASIA & SOUTH PACIFIC

It is a world away but another world of which we know little but desire to discover much. Australasia and the South Pacific comprise the romantic-exotic French Polynesia, Fiji, New Zealand and, of course, Australia, the island that is a continent.

Australia has everything: adventure, beauty, climate, spectacular food, divine wine, exciting cities, incredible wilderness. What more do you want? It has two of the most exciting cities on earth: Sydney and Melbourne. Sydney is LA with antipodean dayglo and the most fabulous harbour; Melbourne is gentle, but not genteel, with the most exquisite food scene. Go to the outback, love the vineyards, see the sea, dive the Great Barrier Reef, live the life of the blessed in beautiful country, scenery and good fellowship. Go wild at Southern Ocean Lodge, chill out on Lizard Island and discover your inner cowboy at El Questro.

A big breath of fresh air, New Zealand is every bit as beautiful as you imagine it to be. Between its mountain peaks, lakes, beaches and fjords, innumerable adventures await. The landscapes are made for helicopter and rapid jet boat rides, walking, biking, whale watching and fishing, but New Zealand is not just for adrenalin junkies. Its vineyards are first rate and you’ll find some of the world’s best boutique hideaways, as well as world class golf and a vibrant culinary scene.
AUSTRALIA

The land of everything: beaches, surf, desert, rock, fabulous food and wine, extraordinary landscapes, seascapes and sophisticated cities to the wild unknown. Beyond imagination.
A sensational country, worth all the time it takes to get there. The joy of New Zealand is that it is brilliantly within reach of everything from the Milford Sound fjord (excellent trekking to and sailing into) to skiing, fishing and lazing in the superlodges like Matakauri near Queenstown, a great gastro-hub, and Minaret Station in the Southern Alps. You’ll have the best welcome in the world, from the cool Boatshed in Waiheke Island to The Black Swan at Rotorua. Kiwis are supremely hospitable in a totally genuine way, we love them and NZ and so will you. They say that when the end of world is nigh (see Neville Shute’s classic *On The Beach*) we’ll all want to be in NZ. So go before the crowd.

NEW ZEALAND

THE LAND OF THE LONG WHITE CLOUD

ANNANDALE
NEW ZEALAND

A collection of luxury villas on a working coastal farm set along scenic Banks Peninsula on the South Island, Annandale whisks you away from the everyday world. Discover a captivating place with its four private and secluded villas including an ultra-modern escape for couples, a fully restored 19th-century Homestead, a restored original Shepherd’s cottage complete with Shepherd’s inscriptions and outdoor bath, magnificent gardens, a wealth of adventures waiting just outside your door, and Annandale’s hallmark farm-to-table cuisine.

ANNANDALE
NEW ZEALAND
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So tempting, so exotic and so beautiful. The South Pacific is indeed mystical, and Fiji and Tahiti are the ultimate in extravagant luxury that will leave you comatose with desire. Laucala and Kokomo in Fiji and The Brando in Tetiaroa are some of the most indulgent resorts in the world. Lie back and think of nothing.
EUROPE

The classic, classy destination. We love the food, the architecture, the mythology of Greece, the wonder that is Rome. The Mediterranean always has a jasmine-scented allure, close your eyes at the Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc, breathe, and evoke the shades of F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest Hemingway who first made the Côte d’Azur fashionable.

Whoever could have imagined the smorgasbord of possibility in 21st Century Europe? Hilltop Tuscan dreams, barrel vaulted bastides, a James Bond-esque secret hideaway in an old island pumice mine and a World War II converted mine sweeper in which to explore the Norwegian fjords.

The appeal of Venice never fades, the Italian Lakes – where we have access to the most glamorous hotels and villas – is the destination that time forgot in the scramble for Africa, India and points East. Europe has the charm of the familiar enhanced by its rich cultural heritage and extraordinary diversity from snow mobiling in Scandinavia to staying in sun-blessed boutique chic in a former military fortress at Cap Rocat in Majorca. From the sublime Rosa Alpina in the Dolomites to the lovely lows of Mediterranean beaches, the key is insider knowledge to the best hotels in which to stay, the houses and villas to rent and the yachts to charter.
To take the family, whatever age and stage from toddlers to teenagers, to a European beach resort is a dream. We save you from any nightmares by hand-picking the very best from the D-Maris Bay on Turkey’s stunning Datça Peninsula to the sublime Capo d’Orso in Sardinia’s luxurious Cala Capra marine park.
Located just a few minutes away from the centre of Saint Tropez and overlooking the Mediterranean, La Reserve Ramatuelle is a secluded paradise. The hotel has 28 rooms and suites, plus 14 villas, each beautifully designed, boasting spectacular sea views. Drift away in the sublime spa, and enjoy world class dining at the Michelin starred La Voile or the Japanese rooftop restaurant by Executive Chef Eric Canino.
The charm of the old palace hotels, like Le Bristol in Paris and Le Sirenuse, a little gem palace, in Positano, with the excitement of the new and different in exceptional hip hotels such as the Chedi Andermatt, an ultimate in ski chic. Each is selected for character, location and service as the best of the best in Europe. You want a hidden gem in Sicily or Tuscany? We will have one that ticks all the boxes of lemon trees, olive groves, sparkly sea, blue pools, creative cooks and, yes! WiFi.

RURAL HIDEAWAYS AND CLASSIC GRANDES DAMES

EUROPE

The Chedi Andermatt will captivate and move you with its authenticity, the unusual liaison of Alpine chic and Asian expression. At the heart of the Swiss Alps, 1,474 metres above sea level, this exclusive hotel in Andermatt will captivate your imagination with its 123 elegant rooms and suites, four outstanding restaurants and bars, a modern Health Club and exceptional spa area. The Chedi Andermatt has been named Hotel of the Year 2017 by GaultMillau and offers a glimpse of another world and views of an unforgettable piece of Switzerland.
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A new frontier: until recently the adventure of the Arctic regions of Scandinavia were a closed book, with nowhere to stay. Now there is, including the Ice Hotel and remarkable treehouses, making an ultimate Arctic adventure although it seems more like a fantastical Narnia dream. In Norway there is Svalbard for dog mushing, snowmobiling and visiting a spooky, abandoned Russian mining town — ghostly James Bond. In Sweden, try a Lapland safari with Sami tribespeople or stay in an Arctic safari camp in a traditional Samu Lavvu tent. In Iceland go for extreme jeep driving, explore glaciers, waterfalls and lagoons. Did you know it was all Europe and all yours for the asking?
The sun beating down from a brilliant blue sky, white sails billowing against a refreshing easterly breeze, perfectly complimenting the glinting Mediterranean Sea that dazzles, dances and ripples as the bow seamlessly cuts through aquamarine waters – this is travel at its best. As you slip into the waters for an invigorating morning swim before a deliciously simple breakfast overlooking a deserted bay, the day lusciously stretches out before you to do with as little or as much as you desire.

To explore Homer’s land of eternal blue, Odysseus’s Ionian Sea, or Diocletian’s Adriatic – hidden coves and secret inlets, historic sites and ancient cities – is a very special journey. Yet, to do so aboard the timeless splendour of a traditional gulet takes coastal sailing to an altogether different level. Lovingly crafted by Turkish artisans from the finest teak and mahogany, these seafaring vessels are classical in design, yet deliver a contemporary style and comfort that’s second to none.

“SHIPS ARE THE NEAREST THINGS TO DREAMS THAT HANDS HAVE EVER MADE.” (ROBERT N. ROSE)
VILLAS & PRIVATE ESTATES

A villa is a dream of perfection, the house that fulfils every fantasy in the sophisticated traveller’s imagination, the place where they are going to entertain family or share with friends in the idyll of living gorgeously abroad. Thus we match-make properties to people. And not only do we inspect every villa from top to toe, but we assign to every property a local concierge who will be your lifeline to exploring and living like a local!

Whether you desire splendid isolation or a full team to cater to every whim, we can provide it. Stay in a magical estate like La Casella in the South of France, once the home of famous designer, Tom Parr. Or rediscover Greece by renting the very best houses, or take a contemporary villa in the Balearics or the Caribbean. Much as we love hotels and resorts, the experience of a house party is the most special, bonding and joyous. And... the most valued invitation.
However far we travel, wherever we may roam there is no place like home. Click those ruby slippers. For Tuscany feels like home, it is in our DNA, there is a Henry James/E.M. Forster tingle to it (remember the Merchant Ivory film *A Room with a View*) and a dash of Nigella. The food is heavenly, the climate sublime and we can offer you everything from classic farmhouses and grand palazzi to chic city apartments.

FEATURED VILLAS

TRAMONTI, TUSCANY
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

VILLA ORTENSIA, TUSCANY
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 10

IL COCCETO, TUSCANY
6 bedrooms – Sleeps 14

PODERE CIPRESSI, TUSCANY
6 bedrooms – Sleeps 11

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
ITALIAN LAKES & THE AMALFI COAST

The Italian Lakes are so magical, with the wonderful whiff of old-fashioned glamour. The key is to have the best grand lakeshore houses and we do on Lake Como, the grandest and best. On the Amalfi Coast our houses cling to the cliff-edge of postcard Positano, loved by John Steinbeck, but you can also be at peace in houses in Capri and Ischia, islands of the blessed.

FEATURED VILLAS

VILLA GIUSEPPINA, LAKE COMO
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

VILLA LA CASSINELLA, LAKE COMO
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 13

VILLA CAPRICOSSA, ISCHIA
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 10

VILLA SAN COMAGIO, POSITANO
8 Bedrooms – Sleeps 16

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
The fields of lavender, the markets and hilltop villages, the sheer abundance of Provence is romantic to us all. The charm never fades – and you can drive or train it there which is a beautiful thing in these days of stressful airports. Cypress trees, huge swimming pools and honey-hued farmhouses in Provence or cool, cutting-edge properties in the Côte d’Azur.

FEATURED VILLAS

MAS DE QUATRE SAISONS, CÔTE D’AZUR
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

MAS DES CERISIERS, PROVENCE
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 10

VILLA BAYVIEW, CÔTE D’AZUR
5 bedrooms – Sleeps 10

VILLA THYME, PROVENCE
6 Bedrooms – Sleeps 12

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
SOUTHWEST FRANCE

Fantastic countryside, food, wine and manor houses. What more do you want? Life is so good in the Dordogne and Languedoc, secret and calm. It is the real France of village markets and wonderful places overlooking the vineyards of Bordeaux, a France for Francophiles and aficionados of the secret Riviera of the fin de siècle houses near Biarritz, beloved of Ernest Hemingway.

FEATURED VILLAS

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
Andalucia is still romantic and gorgeous, as if time stood still but with exquisite plumbing. The white villages, Seville, and the comforting sensation that it is exotic yet familiar. Stay in traditional fincas and cortijos. We hand pick each one and can guide you to fabulous properties, not just in Andalucia, but also Majorca, Menorca and Ibiza. You need us to show you the perfect villa for you, like Casa des Jondal which has direct access to Cala Jondal, home of the Blue Marlin Club, Ibiza. Shake it all about.

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
GREECE

The isles of Greece are always epic: Homer, the Iliad, the myths, the smell of sage, a whisper of the Durrells, a sort of good-mad anointed with the best olive oil. A villa in Corfu, up by Kassiopi, is brilliant family zone – all your children’s friends will be chilling there too. Mykonos isn’t just clubbing but sheer beauty, our villas are white-sleek. Santorini is a hotspot of wonder: the views, the sunsets, the marvel of an island that is the caldera of a sunken volcanic crater, maybe Atlantis. Who knows?

FEATURED VILLAS

VILLA CASTRO, CORFU
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 10

ATOLIKOS, CORFU
3 Bedrooms – Sleeps 6

CASSIOPIA HOUSE, CORFU
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

ORPHEUS, MYKONOS
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 10

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
Mustique has the mystique but forget the celebrity, Mick Jagger, Princess Margaret and all that. There is nothing overtly glitzy about this island: everybody and everything is there but in a good way. Barefoot deluxe. The villas are sublime and superbly serviced but super-private. Really the ultimate Caribbean.

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
The Caribbean has a shining allure, never better than on the islands of Antigua and Anguilla. Antigua has the buzz of British history, Nelson’s Dockyard is alive and well, and the landscape has pretty mountains and secret coves. Anguilla comprises sand of the softest pashmina, classy restaurants and resilient fun. Some of the most beautiful beaches on earth and our villas are on them.
JAMAICA & THE BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS

17th century sugar traders beat a path to the British Virgin Islands for its sweet gold. Today, it’s the golden beaches that attract. Our villas take full advantage of the glorious views on Tortola, Virgin Gorda and Peter island. Further west, the poetry of Patois stirs the soul in Jamaica, where Noel Coward bought an old buccaneer’s hideaway and Ian Fleming a plot which became the legendary Goldeneye.

FEATURED VILLAS

HUMMINGBIRD HOUSE, JAMAICA
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

SUNSET, JAMAICA
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 10

BARAKA POINT, VIRGIN GORDA
5 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

VALLEY TRUNK, VIRGIN GORDA
8 Bedrooms – Sleeps 16

SEE MORE AT
redsavannah.com/villas
GREAT BRITAIN

New York and London-weary souls escape to the Cotswolds for a spot of fresh air and country pubs serving artisan ales and so can you. Live like a lord in an outstanding manor house within striking distance of The Wild Rabbit or a super-hip barn conversion designed by Kate Moss. Aynhoe Park, with its extraordinary bejewelled unicorn and floating giraffe, is beyond fabulous.

FEATURED VILLAS

SEE MORE AT redsavannah.com/villas
Go for it – privacy, fabulousness, indulgent staff and endless acres. We can give you this, with bells on. Lake Kora in the Adirondacks is so cool, a great camp of the Gilded Age, once owned by the Vanderbilts. Private islands, superlative chateaux, ultra-chic villas and some of the very best houses to rent in the world. Private estates offer everything you could need for the ultimate house party or milestone celebration.

FEATURED VILLAS

Palm Beach, Mustique
8 Bedrooms – Sleeps 16

Praana Residence, Thailand
11 Bedrooms – Sleeps 22

Villa Poligono, Mallorca
7 Bedrooms – Sleeps 14

Castello di Segalari, Tuscany
12 Bedrooms – Sleeps 20

SEE MORE AT
redsavannah.com/villas
ZEN & WELLBEING

Ever woken up feeling exhausted even though you’ve had a good night’s sleep? It may be your body telling you that it’s time for a rest...and we mean a proper rest. With life expectancy growing (men and women now live 10 & 8 years longer respectively than they did 50 years ago) who wants to enter their golden years in poor health? 21st Century living in a fast-paced and ever connected world is stressful. Luckily weight, stress and mental health are no longer taboo subjects and help is at hand. Red Savannah have curated a selection of the very best wellbeing retreats in Europe and Asia covering every discipline from Detox, Nutrition and Weight Loss to Yoga, Fitness and Beauty.

And for those who successfully navigate life without worry, a couple of perfect hideaways for pure hedonism. Our Zen Gurus have vetted every retreat and having discussed your goals in detail, will prescribe exactly the right solution. Lose weight, reduce stress & sleep well. For now and evermore.

FEATURED RESORTS

ANANDA, INDIA
Great for Ayurveda, Yoga & Meditation

KAMALAYA, THAILAND
Great for Fitness & Weight Loss

PARK IGLS, AUSTRIA
Great for Detox

SHA WELLNESS, SPAIN
Great for Nutrition & Weight Loss

SEE MORE AT
redsavannah.com/wellbeing
Join like-minded individuals on our Eyewitness Programmes™ to some of the most fascinating destinations in the world in the company of Expert Witnesses, Guest Lecturers and Visionary Leaders.

These once-in-a-lifetime experiences go behind closed doors to delve into the politics, culture and history of places not normally accessible. Each programme will only be offered only once, so be sure to register your interest soon in order to participate in an extraordinary journey together with deeply knowledgeable experts and first hand witnesses.
Each month, we’re giving away a £250 Red Savannah Travel Voucher for the best photograph of someone (or something!) wearing a Red Savannah baseball cap. The more original the photo, the more likely you’ll be picked. Every year we select the best overall image to win a luxury SLR camera.

Simply post your photo on either Twitter, Instagram or Facebook and tag it #RedSavannahRocks

PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION

#RedSavannahRocks

FOLLOW US

RedSavannahHQ

Our thanks to the following for the photography used in this brochure: Time + Tide Miavana, Arijiju, &Beyond, Tropicair, Volcanoes Safaris, Materwila Retreat, Jao Camp, Norman Carr Safaris, African Horseback Safaris, Grande Roche Hotel, Sofitel Dubai The Palm Resort & Spa, Soneva, Anantara Dhigu, Coco Privé, LUX* Belle Mare, The Sera, Lamima, Ranch at Rock Creek, Shari Griffiths White Water Rafting, Brush Creek Ranch, Amangiri, Lapostolle Residence, Miles Holden, Tourism New Zealand, Laucala, Forte Village, Castello Son Clare, Aurora Forest Camp, Argentous, Dolce Mare.

All travel arrangements made by Red Savannah Ltd that include a flight are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority. Our ATOL number is 10454. Please see our booking conditions for more information. If your arrangements do not include any flights they are protected by insurance that has been arranged by International Passenger Protection Limited and underwritten by Insurers who are members of the Association of British Insurers and Lloyds Syndicates. For further information please visit www.redsavannah.com.
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